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LACUNY ILL Roundtable Meeting Minutes, Fall 2021
September 15, 2021
12pm-:12:40pm
Zoom
Attendees: Julie Turley (KBCC), Andrew Leykam (CSI), J. Silvia Cho (GC), Stephen Walker
(LC), Kel Karpinski (City Tech), Di Su (YC), Sherry Warman (BC), Eugene Laper (LC), Maria
McComis (QC College), Will Koch (BC), Neera Mohess (QCC), Beth Posner (GC), Kathy
Williams (CUNY Law), Karen Okamoto (JJ)

Agenda
Recruiting new co-chairs
Julie and Karen are looking for volunteers to become the new co-chairs of the Roundtable. Julie
explained that we have been meeting more frequently because it’s easy to organize Zoom
meetings. There has also been a need to meet more often because we are sharing strategies
for reopening. Otherwise, the Roundtable normally meets only once during the fall and spring
semesters. Beth offers to help the new co-chairs

Metro Deluxe Delivery Update
There have been issues with reaching Metro Deluxe Delivery and accessing a current list of
libraries that are receiving returns. The GC is using Deluxe right now. They contacted their
Public Safety department to ensure that Deluxe’s drivers can make deliveries. Deluxe has been
dropping off packages with Public Safety at the entrance of the building. The GC is also
monitoring their Deluxe budget. Users can email Anne Karl-Karle Smith and Mark Parson (
akarlezenith@metro.org, mparson@metro.org). Lehman will start checking every visitor’s
vaccination/COVID test status. Beth suggests escalating any issues with your chief and Public
Safety as every library has different building configurations, etc..

Updates on reopening
●
●
●

●
●

KBCC has a reservation system in place. Patrons can pick up books and use study
spaces.
CSI: Reopening has been challenging with limited staffing at circulation and enforcing
masks, but the number of in-person patrons has been quite low.
York's service is currently limited to book returns and pick up. Patrons use this form to
make an appointment: https://york-cuny.libcal.com/appointments/book. Librarians are
going in twice per week.
The Grad Center currently does not have a reservation system in place, but they did
have one earlier.
Queens has Zoom rooms (these rooms were once faculty carrels).

●

●

Brooklyn College library is fully open and back to normal. Group Study rooms are
available for individual students to take remote classes. Not many students are around.
Many are wearing masks.
At Queensborough, students can come in and use services. Numbers are very low, so
no problem with reaching capacity -- yet. There are no Zoom rooms but there are about
7 computers that students can use to attend an online class. No security at the library
entrance.

Challenges and questions
●

●
●

●

One library noted that they are receiving physical books from other libraries when they
request a chapter. Loan periods are also too short. One suggestion is to contact libraries
for extensions and explain that we know we are still responsible for loans.
Some libraries are experiencing mailroom issues as new staff members are being
trained.
A question was raised about requests for reference books and textbooks. Someone
shared an IDS presentation on a study that shows that these requests do not pose a
problem: https://idsproject.org/conferences/2021/Perpetual_Problems.mp4
Someone asked if you can attach a file to an ILLiad email. This cannot be done. You can
send a file using document delivery instead.

